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My secret to success is to be ambitious. I have high aspirations for my life and tend
to expect the best from myself and those around me. Because of my ambition, I've
de-veloped a pretty clear vision of my future and I'm working steadily to achieve
it. Sitting back waiting for opportunities isn't my typical style. In fact, the people
around me can probably spot the "can-do" attitude that glows from within me from
a mile away. My ambition puts me in a good light in front of colleagues who
probably view me as extremely resourceful and driven. They see this in me each
time I make a quick decision or draft up a new plan before it's even asked for. For
me, sitting around and waiting for the next project to drop from the sky is not a
way of life.
I'm a self-made woman. From flash floods to high winds to an empty stomach, the
tougher the elements, the tougher I get. My Survivor Strategy is to be the
Mastermind, the quiet, clever, scholar of human behaviour. That's why I'm
interested in getting inside the heads of my competitors. It's not that I'm against
friendships, but I know that in a game, making friends might hurt my chances of
winning - unless of course my ulterior motive is to get close so I can see how
someone ticks. Choosing alliance is key to my success - playing the angels and
exploring others' weaknesses. I may not win any popularity contests, but I've done
my homework. Every move I make, whether establishing or breaking bonds, is
plotted carefully to bring me closer to victory.
Looking out for number one is often my motto. I have very few symptoms of the
"Disease to Please"! It's not that I disregard others' feelings, I just make sure that my
own needs are met first. If someone has to sacrifice, it most likely won't be me!
Looking out for myself is definitely important, and I do it well. Speaking the truth
and en-joying myself to the fullest reveal a sense of self-confidence. But I make sure
that my confidence doesn't stray into cockiness. I look out for myself, but I don't
neglect others in the process. I am willing to compromise, which is a necessary
component of any healthy relationship. So, I continue to take care of me - but I
make sure that I fit other people into my list of "things to think about".
I'm like liquorice, powerful, strong, and edgy. Some people absolutely love me (in
fact, they might even find me addictive), but I'm definitely not for everyone. But
that's okay with me - I'd rather pick and choose my companions. When I have time
for friends at all, that is. Powerful and very potent, I'm goal-oriented and ambitious
- I don't let much stand in my way. There's nothing sweet or sugary about me; I'm a
serious taste that's best suited for the truly focused. Lingering, enigmatic, and a
little hard to pin down, I'm a truly tantalising treat.

